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CDe 6Kat Bridge or Burron=on°Crent.

By H. a. Rye.

Read before the Society, January 17th, 1901.

CHE beginning of our bridge is lost in obscurity. For my own
part I believe that there is very little doubt that there was a

bridge, such as I ventured to describe in my former paper on Monk's

Bridge,* that is to say, a bridge with stone piers and a timber roadway

stood here iu Roman times, and 1 think that Molyneux has proved

that Via Devena or Rykenield Street ran from Leicester, past

Ashby-de-la-Zouch and Burton-on-Trent, across Needwood Forest,

skirting Hanbury and Uttoxeter to Tean ; and, if so, the Great

Bridge of Burton stood in Roman times.

I am not going into this vexed question of where the Roman I'oad

might have crossed, but quite agree with Shaw that, considering the

importance of the communication between the counties of Stafford

and Dei'by at this point, it is highly probable that the bridge was of

Roman origin. The Romans were such a highly military nation

that they would not be contented with a ford upon such a river as

the Trent, with the liability of their line of communication being cut

off by flood that might last days or weeks. Molyneux says in a

contribution to the " Burton Weekly News and Genexal Advertiser,"

1876, "the buttresses in several instances were supported upon oak

» Vol. IV. Part I.
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THE GREAT BRIDGE OF BURTON-ON-TRENT.

piles from four feet six inches to nine feet in length, placed about

a foot apart." He also mentions two or three pieces of timber

squared, and containing holes for wooden bolts, saying they had

evidently been previously used in the roof of some building ; for

my part this looks more like Roman piling. Again, Molyneux

mentions the masonry of some of the buttresses was placed on large,

strong planks, varying from three to nine inches in thickness, and

supported on piles ; this again looks like Roman work. He also

says, in others the masonry was brought up from the bottom and

protected by a double row of piles ; this looks like Mediaeval work.

Anyhow, had there been anyone at the taking down of the old

bridge, with the requisite knowledge, he should have been able to say

if it was Roman, mediaeval, or modern, as I showed in my former

paper.

Let us leave conjecture and try and get to solid facts. We will

begin on doubtful ground and gradually woi-k our way on to date

and reference. The first point I think must be the ratification of

Wulfric Spott's restoration to the Church of the lands which, I

believe, came into his possession of S. Modwen's early foundation,

and his refounding with them the Benedictine House at Burton.

King Ethelred, in the year 1004, makes this ratification; the deed

exempts the Abbey from all exactions, duties, and services, except

the reparation of highways, the erection of fortresses and Bridges !

May we not say there is some evidence here of a bridge, or why

mention it, and make the maintenance of it an obligation on the

Abbey unless the lands have always borne that charge ?

I again turn to Molyneux, who says, " the earliest deeds in

which the bridge is mentioned were executed during the time of

Abbot Bernard, 1157-1175." Unfortunately he does not give his

references.

I turn to Shaw and he gives the same reference, but says he took

it from Erdeswicke, who, he laments, did not think proper to refer to

bis authorities. Dr. Plot makes the same statement.
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21 THE GREAT BRIDGE OF BTTRTON-OS-TRETST.

unribbed arch that he thinks it was the oldest. My experience

would point to it being a late rebuilding, for these bridges began, as

I showed in a paper on Monk's Bridge, with a flat timber road-

way from pier to pier, followed in the 13th century by ribbed

arches. He also says the ribs varied from three to five and six in

number. The span of the central and Western portion was from

33 to 36-feet, while on the Eastein portion they averaged 21-feet.

Out of the 34 arches not more than four were plain or unribbed.

This to my mind is very strong evidence that in spite of storm,

flood, and age, the old Bridge had stood well, not more than three

or four arches had been so destroyed as to necessitate total rebuild-

ing ; and had the ancient Bridge been widened throughout its

length, as so manj- of our old bridges have been treated, it would

have been with us to this day, and I doubt not would, with proper

repair, have outlasted the new Bridge.
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Geological Pous, Burcon-on-CKnt,

By Frank E. Lott, A.R.S.M., F.I.C.

Read before the Society, April 18th, 1901.

[Abstract.]

12 AVING during the past ten years or so made occasional obser-

1/ vations in the immediate neighbomhood of Burton, and

subsequently noted that, in some of the cases, the particular phe-

nomena observed, became obliterated or obscured by the hand of

man, I have here placed some few of these on record.

Since compiling these notes, I have seen some very interesting

Geological notes by Mr. C. Fox Strangways in the Tran.sactions of

the Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society for October, 1900,

giving an excellent map and sections of the Derbyshire side of the

Trent at Burton, and forestalling me in some of the observations here

recorded.

The Red Marl Beds of the Keuper.

On Waterloo Mount there is an excellent opportunity of ex-

amining these beds in the brick yards.

A noticeable feature is the horizontal character, the dip at this

point being almost inappreciable, and at one time there was almost

a complete cii-cular section to be seen.

About 20 feet from the top of the cliff is a hard rocky band of

whitish sandstone, with a thin layer of about one to two inches only

of Carboniferous shale, containing bright green and blue Caibonate

of Copper (Malachite and Azurite). Now copper is common in
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23 GEOLOGICAL NOTES—BURTON-ON-TRENT.

these Keuper beds on the Continent, in fact, has given them their

name, but in this country it is extremely rare.

The 1 ed marls here are full of disseminated Gypsum, even when it is

quite invisible to the eye, but in these pits there are also several well-

marked bands of fibrous Gypsum to be seen and small crystals of

Selenite may be occasionally found.

The slabs of marly sandstone are frequently ripple-marked in a

very distinct manner on one particular horizon.

The picturesque old road out of Burton up the Bearwood Hill was

formerly most interesting to the geologist, but the new wall has almost

entirely destroyed its picturesqueness, and very largely its interest

from a geological point of view. There is still an interesting clifi of

Red marl showing the slight dip to the North-west and the great

regularity of the beds and variety of colour. When the wall was

being built, the section was most interesting, and the above illustra-

tion, taken from a photograph by Mv, f, QqA", WJU giv'§ ft gPOd idea of

this section. •• t ;•/,?). -n: > :,!
•' '"' •: "'
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Some experiences In motb l>untina<

By the Eev. C. F. Thornewill, M.A., F.E.S.

Read before the Society, April ISih, 1901.

[Abstract.]

IZAVING collected Moths and Butterflies for between 20 and 30

I / years, and been in many parts of the country in quest of them,

I will put before you some of the chief facts I have noticed.

It is very curious how erratic Moths and Butterflies are in appear-

ance. The same insect may be very common one year, while hardly

seen at all another year. In 1899 the " Humming Bird Hawk " was

swarming everywhere. Five were taken in my garden that year,

whereas there was only one in the previous four years. The same thing

was observed with the " Red Admiral" Butterfly, generally not so com-

mon as the " Tortoiseshell," but in 1899 and 1900 it was much more

so. In the latter year 25 were taken in my garden one morning. The

" Red Admiral " shows great fondness for privet blossom as well as

fallen fruit, especially plums. I have never yet seen the caterpillar

of the " Red Admiral." The " Clouded Y'ellow " is another striking

example of erratic appearance, generally anything but common, but

now and then, as in 1900, very abundant, many having been seen

where usually there were only a few, and in some numbers where

usually it was not seen at all.

Early in September 1876, at Torquay, this butterfly and the

" Painted Lady " (equally erratic) were flying about the Red

Valerian : I took 50 specimens, and have never seen the insect

since until last year. A similar thing happened in the Summer of 1899
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SOME EXPERIENCES IN MOTH HUNTING. 28

in Guernsey, with the "Long-tailed Blue," which is very rare as a rule,

and not recognized as British. A friend took 80 specimens in his

garden, and was abused in the papers for trying to " exterminate

the species "— a really very absurd idea because the plant on which these

caterpillars feed does not grow in Guernsey, and therefore, the species

could not possibly become inhabitant ; they had, in fact, been blown

over from France.

The " Death's Head " Moth, the caterpillar of which is the largest

we have, was fairly common in the caterpillar state some years ago. It

was so in 1899 and 1900, and was taken in various parts of England

generally feeding on potato leaves. I had some fine caterpillars

given to me which I reared to moths. I have known as many as 14

taken in a garden. The moth is very rarely seen and the number

of specimens taken in a year may be counted on one's fingers. They

are nearly always taken at rest. Why ? I cannot say, as J know little

about the insect's habits in the perfect state, except that there are two

things worth noting. First, it's fondness for getting into hives, where

tliey :ire sometimes killed and covered with wax by the bees ; second,

and more remarkable, the power of squeaking, exemplified in the speci-

men I hatched this year. When I touched its leg with a camel hair

biush it reared itself up on its legs and uttered sharp squeaks like a

mouse, the only insect making a noise of the kind. Another insect

commonly found in the caterpillar state, but not otherwise, is the

" Small Eggar." The caterpillars are found abundantly in this district

making a web in the hedges, in which they live when not eating,

crawling out to devour leaves. I can generally find five or six

broods every May within a mile of my home, but never saw the

perfect insect except bred from caterpillar, nor heard of anyone else

doing so.

Another example is the "Buff-tip" Moth. All have seen the

caterpillars feeding in companies in the trees, especially lime trees.

They strip the leaves off the branches, making them look like Winter

;

the moth is hardly ever seen : I do not think I have seen more than

three in my life. On the other hand, some insects, common in one
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Che microscopic Cife of tbe Riuer Crcnt.

By C. G. Matthew?, and B. L. Oswell.

Read before the Society, January 16th, 1902.

[Abstract.]

E wish, at the outset of our paper, to disclaim any idea that

we have attempted to deal at all exhaustively with the living

organisms which might be discoverable in this part of the river by

careful and continuous collection of samples of water, weeds, mud,

etc., and the necessary manipulation of such specimens of the raw

material. Our object has been, rather, to take what we believe to be

a fairly representative batch of material from the river, and in it

identify, so far as we were able, the objects of interest which pre-

sented themselves when the microscope was applied to small portions.

We may, therefore, consider that the organisms we did find, and

which we shall presently detail, aie such as might be found by any

observer without employing elaborate methods of collection or of

separation. As regards the mode of collection employed by us, a few

small phials and a piece of string sufficed as appai-atus, and no more

time was bestowed during a pleasant row up the river than anyone

could easily manage to give under similar circumstances. Specimens

of water, etc., etc., were taken as follows

:

* (a) Mud from a point on the right b.^nk of the river about

30 yards below Mr. Evershed's boathouse,

(b) The black mud in the little bay at the above boathouse.

* The letters by which these places are indicated, correspond with those
giren in the list of organisms found.
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THE MICROSCOPIC LIFE OF THE RIVER TRENT. 32

(c) The water in the centre of the river, and a few feet

below the surface passing the same boathouse.

(d) From the shallow water under the clifl" on Mr. Samble's
property.

(e) At Alligator point, a specimen of mud and the pressings
from weeds growing submerged.

(f) Scrapings from the moist green surface of stones on
Drakelow Weir.

(g) Scrapings from the submerged part of rushes growing in
the stream below the "Weir on tlie Burton side.

(h) From rushes growing under the river bank—Stapenhill
House garden.

On examination under the microscope—working chiefly with
powers of 300 and 400 diameters-the following objects were dis-
cerned, and, so far as we were able to do so, classified.

(CD.) Moulds.—One or two common varieties in a submerged
form, including budding spores. Oidium forms may con-
veniently be represented by Beggiatoa alba. The white
sewnge fungus, the clns.<=ification of which is a little doubt-
ful.

(CD.) Protococcus— Protococcus pluvialis, and two or three
larger di.scoid or spherical forms, coloured red, yellow, or
green.

Desmids.

(d.h.e
) 1 Closterium lunula (very common.)

\^) 2
,, Setaceum.

(k.f.) 3 Scenedesmus.

(d.) 4 Pediastrum granulatum.

(CD) 5 Volvox globator (fiequent), intermediate forms of
same.
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Some rurtDcr Dotes on Burton jibbep Plan.

By H. a. Rye.

Read before the Society, November 20th, 1902,

CAST Spring, whilst the building of the new Vestries at the Parish

Church was proceeding, our Secretary wrote to me, saying he

had seen some of the ancient foundations of the Abbey Church,

which did not quite agree with my plan. Of course, this aroused my
curiosity, as I was very certain that, with the mateiials at my
disposal, when I wrote my first paper, I could not be very far

out. I wrote our Secretary saying I should be over in a day or two,

as I know from bitter experience how chances go by, never to return.

Permission to make further excavations in the Market Square

having been obtained, T came to Burton and spent two days examin-

ing the exposed portions of the ancient foundations of Ihe Abbey.

The result is that I am pleased to be able to tell you that, so far

from my endeavour to lay down the Ground Plan of Burton
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Some l)ou$ on £ocal Rainfall.

By G. T. Lynam, A.M.T.C.E.

Eead before the Society, April 17th, 1902.

CHE Society is in possession of details of the rainfall in Burton

for a number of years, and very interesting analyses of the

records have been published from time to time in the Trans-

actions. Heavy rainfalls, however, do not appear to have been

particularly dealt with in detail, and some notes on the rapidity and

duration of fall may be of interest and use. The records that have

been published are of interest more from a scientific point of view

than a popular or even practical one. I propose to deal chiefly with

the practical aspect of the subject. As one who has from time to

time to devise and carry out means of disposing of rainwater when it

falls, I require to know the maximum quantity that may be expected

in a given time ; and, in order to ascertain this maximum, in the

absence of any information at my disposal, I have established an

automatic recording instrument, and have taken continuous obser-

vations for a period of three years. As these results can be stated

in a very few words, I propose, in addition, to give the general results

of my observations of the effect of rainfall upon the level and volume

of the river Trent.

BATE AND DURATION OF RAIN.

The instrument used for recording the rate and duration of

rainfall is established at the Corporation Store Yard at Bond End.

These premises are 152 feet above Ordnance Datum, and the

mouth of the rain gauge is 2 fefet above the ground. The instru-

ment is one of Mr. George Kent's automatic rainfall recorders. It

is designed to give an accurate general idea of the time, rate, and

duration of rainfall. The instrument consists of a receiving cylinder,

surmounted by a circular gauge, 7 ins. diameter, in which rain falls,
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SOME NOTES ON LOCAL RAINFALL. 46

and from which it runs through a funnel into the cylinder. In the

cylinder there is a float suspended by a brass wire, working over a

pulley inside the cylinder and passing through a hole in the side of

the cylinder and over another pulley outside. The wire carries a pen

carriage and pen. The pen is adjusted so as to mark upon a recording

drum. This drum is carried on a vertical rod forming a pivot, and is

actuated by a pinion wheel and ratchet gearing, the pinion being

revolved by clockwork. The gearing is so proportioned as to revolve

the recording drum once every 24 hours. The receiving cylinder is

fitted with a tap for drawing off the rainwater, and when the instru-

ment is in use the paper diagr.nm upon which the rainfall is recorded

is fitted round the recording drum, so that, at the time of adjustment,

the pen point is upon a particular horizontal line of the diagram in

a position corresponding with the time which is marked in hours and

is indicated by vertical line.s on the diagram.

The action of the instrument is as follows :—Rain falling in the

gauge is conducted into the receiving cylinder, raising the float

and lowering the pen corre.spondingly. Meantime the recording

drum is being revolved by the clockwork gearing. The result is a

line drawn by the pen upon the diagram in a more or less sloping

direction from right to left according to the rate and duration of the

rainfall. When there is no rain the line drawn by the pen is hori-

zontal. It should be particulaily observed that the diagram is not

distorted or exaggerated, and consequently the record is not capable

of very minute analysis. The instrument is not of very delicate

construction, being designed for practical purposes. Should a very

accurate record be required, it would, of course, be a simple matter

to render the instrument more delicate in its action, by reducing the

diameter of the receiving cylinder and float, and increasing the

di.stance between the horizontal lines on the diagram correspondingly,

in order to obtain an exaggerated diagram, showing two or three

or more tim,es the actual depth of rainfall, as may be desired.

For the purposes of this paper I have adopted an empirical

standard forheavyrainofaquarter-of-an-inch(25)of rain per 24 hours.
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SOME NOTES ON LOCAL RAINFALL. 54

cartoon showing the drainage area of the

River Trent above Willington Bridge

tsflcag
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55 SOME NOTES ON LOCAL RAINFALL.

The Cartoon Map (page 54) shows the drainage areas separately

marked with thick lines, and the Urban districts distinguished.

The gauging of the Trent is unfortunately far from complete.

The base line of the River diagram represents lowest summer level,

and the flood lite shown is five feet above this. The Kiver rises

considerably higher. In 1875 it was three or four feet at least

higher than the flood line shown, but I have no recoids of the level

above the upper lice shown.

The volume of the River at different levels is roughly estimated

from gaugings I have had made, and can only be regarded as ap-

proximate. Incidentally it may be remarked that in times of

normal flow the Dove carries as much Avater as the Trent.

A fall of 1 in, of rain over the whole drainage area would

represent a volume of 23,500 million gallons.

The average rainfall over the whole area of the gathering ground

of the river above Willington is probably 28 inches. The total

volume of I'ain falling in this area, theiefore, in a year is 658,000

million gallons. About one half of this volume flows down the Trent

annually, the other half being evaporated, absorbed by plant life, or

sinking into the ground, and forming springs outside the area

drained by the Trent above Willington.

The paper is accompanied by drawings frcm which the dia-

grams in the text have been prepared. The drawings are deposited

with the Society for reference.
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Dotes on m Occurrence of m Red-neckea Grebe

near Burton on-Crenr*

By G. H. Stober, F.Z.S.

Read before the Natural History akd Geological Sectiox,
November 28th, 1902.

c
^HE Red-necked Grebe (podiceps grise[gena) lias long been consid-

,
ered an occasional visitor to this locality, and is so mentioned in
Sir Oswald Mosley's " Natural History of Tutbury," and in other

lists compiled since his day. But it is to be regretted that in none of
these cases have any data been given, or any definite information as
to wliere and when an individual of this species has been obtained
Our common Grebe is, of course, the Dabchick, or Little Grebe,
one of the most familiar, :us well as most interesting, of our local
birds, and during the breeding season this bird has a chestnut face
and neck, and in one case at least has been mistaken for the
much larger Red-necked Grebe, a bird which only visits this countrym the Winter, and which has never been known to breed within our
borders. The nest and eggs described as those of the Red-necked
Grebe in the " Flora of Repton," are evidently those of the Dab-
clnck. Such lack of positive evidence as to the occurrence of the
Red-necked Grebe in both Derbyshire and Staffordshire has led
Messrs. Jourdain & Masefield, in a recent revision of the lists of
local birds, to report that this bird had been included on insufficient
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Some Ropal Visits to Burton.

i
By H. a. Rye.

IN
a paper on " The Ground Plan of Burton Abbey," (Vol. Ill,
Part 3) read before the Society in 1896, I mentioned that we
had evidence of many buildings, the sites of which had passed

away, and quoted one-" The Kyngs Chamber," where it came next
to " The Gret Chamber," and in my paper on the " Burton Abbey
Dissolution Inventories," (Vol. IV., Part 1), is an item " The Kyngs
Chamber, The hengyngs of green, saye xxd." I also said, judging from
the Ancient Rites of Durham, I should certainly say it was part of the
guest house. The description there given is :

" This haule is a goodly
" brave place, much like unto the body of a Church with verey fair
"pillers supporting yt on ether syde, and in the mydest of the haule a

II

most large rannge for the fyer. The chambers and lodginges belong-
" ing to yt weare swetly keept,and so richly furnyshed that they weare
" not unpleasant to ly in, especially one chamber called the Kyngs
" Chamber, deservinge that name, in that the Kyng him selfe myght
" verie well have lyne in yt, for the princelynes thereof."

In my Paper on S. Modwen (Vol. IV, part 2), I drew attention to an
early Royal visit to Burton. Quoting from the Miracles of S. Mod wen,
given in Geoffry's MSS., the account is given of Laurence, .3rd Abbott
of Burton, stripping the Shrine to feed the poor in a great famine.
It finishes thus

:
" Leofric, the aforesaid Abbot, was still ruling

" (1050-1085) over the Convent of Burton, and whenWilliam the First,
"that most valiant and brave man, Duke of Normandy, who had
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Our Reptiles and jlmpMbians : m\r Distribution

in tbe Counties of Staffora, Derbp, ana

£eicester.

By G. H. Stoker, F.Z.S.

Read before the Society, February 27th, 1903.

71 S we might expect from the position of the Midland Counties,

Jm with which we in Burton are most famih'ar. Reptiles are but

poorly represented numerically in Staffordshire, Derbyshire,

and Leicestershire, especially Avhen we compare these counties with

those south of the Thames. Our Amphibians, although not includ-

ing the Edible Frog (Rana esculenta), which is confined to the

Eastern Fen district, and counting the Palmated Kewt (Molge

palmata) on a single record only, are individually more abundant

than the reptiles, and are likely to remain so, since, in many local-

ities, their haunts are less likely to be altered by the agency of man,

whilst the Amphibians themselves are more prolific than are the

Reptiles. The European Water Tortoise, described and figured by

Sir Oswald Mosley ("History of Tutbury") from a specimen taken

on the canal bank, near Burton, in 1857, was evidently merely a

stray specimen which had escaped from captivity, and may be at

once dismissed from our list.

REPTILES.
LACERTILIA.

1. Common, Scaly, or Viviparous Lizard. Lac'ERTA VivlPARA JacquIN.

In Derbyshire this species occurs most abundantly in the North,

but is rare or altogether absent from many districts in the centre
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61 OUR REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS.

and south of the county. The Rev. Francis C. K. Jourdain kindly

•writes me that in 1876 he " found this species very abundant on

the moors which reach from Ashopton to Sheffield, especially near

Moscar."

In South Derbyshire it occurred three or four years ago on some

rough furze-covered land near Drakelow, but has entirely disappeared

since this was drained and put under cultivation. About six years

ago it was to be found near Burton, but is not now to be met with

on the Staffordshire side of the Trent. Mr. Francis Thompson

has, however, informed me that two or three individuals still haunt

the rockery of his garden on the Derbyshire side of the river, and

possibly this may be true of other places where these interesting and

beautiful reptiles are undisturbed.

In Staffordshire, the scaly Lizvrd chiefly affects the wilder,

heathy parts of the county, especially in the North and on Cannock

Chase. In Staffordshire, however, the scaly Lizard never appears

in such numbers as it does in the Charnwood Forest district of

Leicestershire, where I have more frequently met with it than in

any part of the Midlands known to me. Bardon Hill, Bradgate

Park, Swithland, and Woodhouse Eaves are localities in Charnwood

Forest where I have frequently captured this active little creature.

It seems to be very partial to the syenite and slate rocks of Charn-

wood, on which it may be seen basking in the sunshine.

2. Sand Lizard. Lacebta agilis, Linn.

Not recorded from Derbyshire or Staffordshire, and from Leices-

tershire—with which I am very familiar, and where I have person-

ally never met with it—solely on the authority of the late James

Harley. Mr. Montagu Browne, F.G.S., F.Z.S., in his " Vertebrate

Animals of Leicestershire and Rutland "
(p. 175), whilst admitting

that he himself has not met with it, accepts the testimony of Harley,

with which conclusion, however, I regret that I am unable to agree.

Harley's remarks as to times of appearance, variation in colour, and

even, under certain circumstances, of method of reproduction may

I
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be equally true of the much more common and more widely distrib-

uted Scaly Lizard.

3. Blind-worm or Slow-worm. Anguis fragilis, Linn.

Found iu all three counties in similar situations to those affected

by the common Lizard, but preferring the hilly districts. In Derby-

shire I have records from Miller's Dale, Dove Dale, Lathkil Dale,

Thorpe Cloud (Uev. J. C. Stephens), Belper. Mr. Hutchinson oblig-

ingly writes me that he received one a few years ago, from Little

Eaton, about ten inches in length.

Charnwood Forest, Leicestershire, is a favourite haunt of this

re[)tile, in some parts of which, a few years ago, it was abundantly

met with by those who knew how to look for it. Tlradgate Park,

Beacon Ilill, Woodhouse Eaves, Bardon Hill and Whitwick, are

localities in which I have personally observed it.

The blindworm varies greatly in colour according to age. The

young for some time after birth are nearly white above and black

below. Half-grown individuals are sometimes copper-coloured, whilst

mature specimens, especially females, become dark grey, and so thick

as to be mistaken for vipers at a casual glance by unsophisticated

peisons. Although usually the most gentle of reptiles, and possessing

only the startling habit of suddenly breaking off the tail when seized,

such aged individuals will occasionally, though rarely, strike at the

hand in a very snake-like manner.

Ophidia.

4. Common, Ringed, or Green Snake. Tropidonotus natrix, Linn.

Natrix torquata, Ray.

Although nowhere numerically very abundant, the common snake

is widely distributed in Derbyshire, especially in the South Derby-

shire plain, from which the adder is absent.

The Rev. F. C. R. Jourdain writing to me under date September

3rd, 1901, says: "About four examples have been killed in Ash-

bourne district since 1880 (one a large one, 4 feet long), but they are

by no means common."
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I recently examined a specimen 3 feet 1 inch in length, in the

possession of Mr. Adsetts, of Derby, which had been killed near

Belper.

Mr. Hutchinson writes me that he has received various speci-

mens from the vicinity of Derby, and he considers the ringed snake

" fairly common " in his locality. One example came under his

notice as it was in the act of swallowing a frog at Littleover, within

two miles of Derby.

The ringed snake also occurs at Bretby, and near Woodville. I

have not heard of its appearance near Burton since 1885.

In Leicestershire the ringed snake is widely distributed, but is

not common.

5. Viper or Adder. ViPERA BERUS, Linn.

Very local in Derbyshire, and almost confined to the North

Derbyshire Moors. Has occasionally occurred near the Leicester-

shire border,—such specimens being probably strays from Charnwood

Forest, Breadsall Moor (E. Brown) and Darley Dale (A. G. Darwin).

It occurs at Chartley Park, Cannock Chase, and other places in

Staffordshire, but is decreasing in numbers as its haunts become

di-ained and the land cultivated. It was formerly abundant at

Chartley, where Sir Oswald Mosley records that in a single day's

shooting he has "disturbed several of them; and their venomous

bite has sometimes proved fatal to valuable pointers, which stand at

them as if they had the scent of game." (Natural History of Tut-

bury, page 60).

Although the viper varies a great deal individually both in

ground-colour and markings, this is largely a matter of sex : bright

light-coloured specimens, with a black well-defined zig-zag dorsal line,

being males, whilst the shorter, thinner-tailed females are brown or

reddish, with the markings more indistinct.

In Leicestershire the viper is almost confined to Charnwood

Forest, where I have found it at least as plentiful as the ringed

snake.
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AMPHIBIANS.

ECAUDATA.

1. Common Frog. Rana temporaria, Linn.

Common, and generally distributed.

2. Common Toad. BuFO vulgaris, Laur.

Common and generally distributed in all three counties.

3. Natterjack Toad. BuFO calamita, Laur.

Not indigenous, but lias been introduced into Staffordshire and

Leicestershire.

Many years ago the late Mr. Edwin Bx-own presented .some speci-

mens of this handsome little toad, which he had obtained fiom

Cheshire, to Sir Oswald Mosley, who turned them out in Ids giound

at Rolleston. This colony still survived ten years after its intio-

duction, so that it is just possible that descendants may still exist

and be claimed as indigenous by some observer ignorant of their

history. In a somewhat similar manner I was myself the means of

unintentionally introducing the Natterjack into Leicestershire,

having pi e.sented a series of living specimens of various ages to the

Leicester Museum, which I had collected in Lancashire. Some of

these were turned out in the Museum grounds by the Curator, Mr.

Montagu Browne, F.G.S., F.Z.S., as recorded in his " Vertebrate

Animals of Leicestershire and Rutland," p. 182. It is scaicely

probable that in this case any would long survive.

It may be well to mention, perhaps, that the natterjack toad may
readily be recognised by the yellow line down the middle of the back,

and by its active movements. It can also withstand heat far better

than the common toad.

Caudata.

4. Great Crested or Warty Newt. Molge cristata, Laur.

Fairly common in ponds and ditches.
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5. Common or Smooth Newt—Eft. Molge vulgaris, Linn.

Triton punctatus, Latr.

Rather more abundant than the last-named and found in similar

situations. This species, in common with the Crested Newt, is liable

to possess additional digits on both the fore and hind feet. One

individual taken at Stapenhill in Jul}', 1900, and which I kept alive

for some time, possessed five complete feet,—an additional limb being

developed from the left shoulder.

6. Palmated Newt. Molge palmata, Sch.

Not recorded for Leicestershire or Derbyshire, and in only one

instance for Staffordshire.

Mr. J. R. B. Masefield, M.A., of Cheadle, informs me that he

has a note of the occurrence of this interesting species of newt in

South Staffordshire, but it would appear to be very local in the

county, as I have been unable to metst with it in Mid-Staffordshire,

and Mr. Masefield himself has failed to obtain it in the Cheadle

district.

The palmated newt, especially when immature, is doubtless fre-

quently confused with the smooth newt, from which, however, it can

always be distinguished by its unspotted throat, and the male in the

breeding season by his webbed feet and the curious mucro or thread

at the end of his tail. The body also has an oblong section, being

flattened above and at the sides in a manner not seen in our other

British species.

^̂ ^
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RAINFALL AT BURTON-ON-TRENT
For the years 1900, 1901, 1902.

'

January

February

March

April

May
June

July

August

September
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€rrata to flora of Burton=on=Crciit

and DetdbbourDood.

VOL. lY. PART 2.

P. 117 line 6. Eead, Cryptogamia to end ot Characeae.

P. 118 No. 1155. For Antlerhinum read Antirrhinum.

Page 121 No. 12i. 2. For piperata ., piperita.

P. 123 No. 1260. For G. read Gakopsis.

P. 124
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